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GUIDO VILLA- Binleitung in die Psychologic der Oeg&nioart; nach einer
Nevbearbeitung der urrpriing lichen Atugabe aus dem Italienuehen
Ubertetst. Von CH& D. PTLAUK. Leipzig: Teubner, 1909. Pp.
viii., 484.

Signor Villa is to be warmly congratulated on the excellent German
translation of bis important work La Psicologia contempownea, a notice
of which appeared in this journal two years ago. As stated above, the
original has undergone considerable revision—an arduous, not to say
irksome task, but carried through with successful energy and discern-
ment The superabundant bulk has been reduced by more than one
quarter. The materials have been here and there re-arranged, and here
and there developed and enriched- In particular, the second part of
ohapter iv., ' I metodi di esposuione,' has been detached, and forms, as
obapter vii. : ' The synthesis and evolution of mental life,' a fitting sequel
to the analysis of the three phases or functions of mind in chapter vL The
range of the work is now very complete, the translator having contributed
a sketch of contemporary Russian psychology, and immensely enhanced
its serviceableness besides by name and subject indices, by page head-
lines and by a lucidity of style not inferior to that of the original
Those who cannot follow even luoid German may await in hope the
appearance of an English translation, which is now, I believe, in process
under the author's supervision. In view of this and of other future
editions, one or two minor matters may be pointed out. In the historical
survey of English thought, Hobbes should find a place (to whom in far
narrower compass Prof. Hdffding's Psychology, e.g., does justioe). And
in so catholics a work, mention might be made of original departures like
that of M. Arreat's monographs " Psychologic du Peintre," etc-, and of
M. Le Bon's " Psychologic de la Foule ". A slight trace of imperfect re-
vision seems apparent on page 393, where the promise of fuller treatment
in the concluding chapter, now purged of re-arranged matter, is no longer
kept. In this chapter, now containing an admirable rttumt at results
established by. modern psychology, one line perhaps might benefit by
modification. The phrase (p. 471, L 10) . . . 'obwohl sie nichts nut
diesex su thun hat,' referring to psychological reality v. material reality,
may be true in a way. But in view of the author's preceding expositions
of thoroughgoing Parallelism, and, in particular, of the " very relative
independence of psychical and physical sequences" (p. 468), the line
given above, if quoted withoat context, might render him as liable to be
misunderstood as the Bible or a politician's speech. Finally, it would be
of special interest to English readers, and of general historical value, if
so cultured a Wundtian and so discerning a critic were to juxtapose his
discussion of British " psychology without soul,'' and of the conversion
in Germany from the Subitantbegriff to some form or other of the
Attuaiitdi oiler ptychuchen ThaUachen, and estimate how far there is
agreement in all but words.

C. A. F. RHTS DAVIDS.

Eitetica come Seiensa deW Btprettione e Linmiittica Generate. Da
BBKBDITTO CBOCB. Milano, 1902. Pp. rx., 550.

Less than a third of this volume is occupied with the theory and the
remainder with the history of aesthetics. ^Esthetic experience is, ac-
cording to the author, cognitive, coinciding with intuitive as distinguished
from conceptual knowledge. Stated otherwise, it is the consciousness of
an image which may or may not correspond to an objective reality. To
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perceive an object, to call a work of art into existence, and to speak are
identdoal processes. In each of them we convert an impression into an
expression. Unfortunately, the author has not taken the trouble to
analyse the notion ' expression' or to distinguish the various processes
to which the word can be applied. In simple perception the raw
materials of sense are sifted out, ranged in a certain order of space and
time, and associated by contiguity or resemblance with other resuscitated
sensations. Any one who likes may, of course, call the mental activity
involved in this process expression instead of perception ; but to identify
it with what is called catching the expression of a face, and on the
strength of this equivalent to describe both activities as (esthetic facts
is merely misleading. For the expression of a face means its power of
suggesting mental qualities to the beholder, which is not in part materia
with the suggestion, say, of tactual by visual sensations. And the case
is worse when we come to language, where auditory or visual impressions
are converted into signs of concepts.

In the historical portion of the book the most original point seems to
be the prominence given to Vico, whom Signor Croce considers ' the first
discoverer of esthetic science'—a wonderful criticism, not in the least
justified by what the anthor himself quotes from the Scienza Niwva.

A. W. B.

W. WurvKt Phiiosophie und Piychologie in ihrett GrundUhren dargedellt
von Dr. RDDOU EISLBB. 8VO. Leipzig, 1902. Pp. vL, 210. Price,
M. 8 20.

•Within certain limits an admirable abstract of the method, principles
and conclusions of Wundt's philosophical system. It is indeed to be
regretted that Dr. Eisler has so severely restricted the scope of his book,
and more especially that, for reasons of space and in consideration of
E. Ednig's recent work, he has omitted any but the most general treat-
ment of Wundt's ethics, an omission that naturally results in a certain
incompleteness. Criticism is scarcely attempted, though the few critical
remarks that are inserted make one wish for more. But, so far as it
goes, this book deserves all praise. It keeps, perhaps, too close to the
details of the original to serve as an Introduction ; but it cannot fail to
be of service'to those who have studied Wundt already, since it brings
together connected topics that are scattered through nnmerous lengthy
volumes and makes possible a rapid survey of the whole field.

T. LOVIDAT.
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